
BURNING TREE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
June 16, 2016

Board Meeting Minutes

A scheduled meeting of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Burning Tree Homeowners
Association (“BTHOA”) was held at 6:30 PM (Mountain Time) at the Town Hall of Columbine Valley,
located at 2 Middlefield Road, Columbine Valley, CO 80123.

Present were: Kim Byers, Michael Farley, Judy White, Tara Sonenstein, Karyn Thompson-Panos, and
Patty Scriffiny

Absent was Ted Snailum

There was a quorum of the Board.

Guests in attendance: Patrick Fitzgerald and Veronica Fitzgerald (for Agenda item #1 only)

Karyn served as Chairman and called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM.

Agenda:

1. Wild Plum Farm/Planning and Zoning Public Hearing review and residents’ discussion (added at
the top of the agenda to accommodate the Fitzgeralds’ schedule)

2. Board Reports (old and new topics)
 Pool - Patty:

security cameras at the pool and DSL support for them
 Parks - Judy:

retaining wall at tennis court
consequences for misuse of pool or any amenities

 Tennis - Tara:
tennis court repairs and future requirements

 Treasure - Mike:
any invoices due

 Social - Kim:
social report

 Secretary - Karyn:
website updated, invoice delivered to Mike
newsletter deadline Tuesday, June 28
need help finding newsletter editor

Wild Plum Farm
The Board and residents reviewed the proceedings of the Public Hearing on the Tuck property from June
14. The group agreed that the most effective speaker was the attorney who spoke on behalf of Old
Town’s Tuck property committee. Patrick Fitzgerald raised the issue of the potential decline in housing
value for all of the homes backing up to Hunter Run Lane and that this may have an impact on the comps
of all homes in Burning Tree.

The group discussed the planned use of Hunter Run Lane as the exclusive access for construction traffic.
Reports from a recent meeting with residents from The Village indicated that they have experienced
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serious degradation of their quality of life since the construction began on Wilder Lane, including noise
day and night, dropping heavy materials in the middle of the night that shake homes and residents, and
continuous dirt and dust during land preparation. Because it is believed that the Country Club stands to
gain a lot from the additional members coming from Wild Plum Farm who will join the Club, they should
share in the construction traffic. Old Town appears to be concentrating on density, based on their Tuck
committee’s attorney’s arguments at the meeting.  It was suggested that perhaps Burning Tree should
focus on traffic, CDOT, etc. and let the Old Town committee tackle the density concern.

Kim Byers suggested that we have a social event to discuss the development and bring all neighbors up
to speed. Many new neighbors have moved onto Spyglass Dr. and don’t appreciate the significance of
the traffic impact both during construction and once the 105 homes are built.

Veronica Fitzgerald expressed concern about extending the resolution (previously known as Resolution
10) for Cypress Point Way.  The renewal is on the tentative agenda for the June 21 meeting of the
Columbine Valley Board of Trustees. She asked that the Board work to get this topic firmly committed to
on the agenda for this Board of Trustee meeting and ensure that a member of the Board is in attendance
to drive the discussion. The Board agreed.

Questions that Karyn will forward to Ken Cook, who leads the Burning Tree Wild Plum Farm Committee
(NOTE: upon receipt of these questions, Ken clarified that he did not lead a sanctioned committee;
historically he has led a small committee focused on passing Resolution 10.):

 We are unclear about whether the attorney who spoke for the Old Town was hired or a resident.
Does Burning Tree need to hire an attorney?

 We are unclear about whether Hunter Run Lane will be widened, and if so, if the land will be
condemned and the road extended right up to the fence line.

 Is the developer going to close on July 9, as the developer has stated?
 Are we in agreement with the decision to limit construction traffic to just Hunter Run Lane?  Why

would we concede this right out of the gate?
 Will the wall be extended in height and to replace the fencing where no wall exists?
 Is it true that the roads in Old Town are privately owned, maintained, etc?
 Can someone on the committee investigate CDOT’s expected decision if there is only one

entry/exit to the development via Hunter’s Run Lane onto Platte Canyon?

Approval of Minutes:
The Board members approved via email the May HOA Meeting Minutes prepared by Patty Scriffiny in
Karyn’s absence.

Board Reports:
Pools (Patty Scriffiny) –
1. DSL. As a follow up discussion to our last board meeting regarding DSL, Patty Scriffiny and Paul

Bennett researched the capability of using the payphone line to establish DSL (see handout
attached). Paul confirmed with Century Link that this would be possible. Patty exchanged emails
with Andy Delinger and Fred Lautenbach at Lautenbach Insurance Agency, our insurance providers,
concerning the necessity of the payphone. They referred Patty to the Municipal and County
Swimming Pool Regulations for Colorado Community Associations. After reviewing the Pool and Spa
requirements for Arapahoe County (Appendix G), there was no mention of a pay phone
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requirement. For now, Patty is covering the pay phone with a plastic wrap. She will also discontinue
the annual practice of buying a new battery for the payphone and cancel the monthly charge for a
dial tone. In time, we may pursue permanently removing the payphone which Mark Roberts has
offered to do. Patty presented 2 options for DSL, based on number of months’ service.  The Board
decided to go with option 1 and allow 20Mbps DSL at $89.99/mo for the active pool months of May,
June, July, and August, the purchase of a modem (approximately $100), and the $59.95 install fee.

2. Pool Signs. First, Patty mentioned that there are no hours of operation posted at the pool. In
addition, there are some key rules that residents and guests should be aware before entering the pool
area including the fact that it is for residents and authorized guests only as well as the fact that children
under 8 must be accompanied by an adult. Second, since the NO LIFEGUARD sign is in dilapidated
condition, it is an opportunity to add two key pieces of information, namely, that children under 16 must
be accompanied by an adult and the fact that the pool is under 24 hour video surveillance. The Board
approved both signs, which cost approximately $12.95 each.
3. Pool Lights. There has been a short in the wiring for the pool lights. The pool closing time was
temporarily changed to 9pm. Per John O’Donnell as of 6-16-16: “I spoke with my repair guy today. He is
going to have to send an electrician to finish the job as he couldn't figure out the cause of the short. This
should happen in the next couple of days. I will stay on top of the problem.”
4. Gas Grill Usage. On two occasions the gas valve was not turned off which is apparently, after
discussion, not a significant issue since the grill does has a timer with auto shut-off. Since the grill
utensils are not maintained, the Board recommended removing the utensils and only leaving the grill
scraper. (Karyn Thompson-Panos had cleaned and placed the utensils in a storage closet before the pool
opened for the season, but apparently the pool manager moved them back underneath the grill.) The
Board approved the recommendation that the key to the grill be changed to ensure better control over
the condition the grill is left in, as Patty reported that she’s learned that there are many copies of the
grill key circulating among residents, and the grill continues to be left in need of cleaning after residents
use it.
5. Emergency Consent Forms. Only four residents returned the forms. Even though the rules state the
form is required from families who have children 16 and under, the Board did not think it was
imperative that we continue pursuing these forms since most parents accompany their children to the
pool. Therefore, it will not go out in the forthcoming newsletter.
6. Glass in the pool area. Our pool contractor, John O’Donnell, has reported finding glass containers at
the pool almost every day in the trash and/or recycle bins. Broken glass in the pool area is very costly to
address since glass shards can sometimes travel up to 20 feet. Since there is no way to detect glass
shards in the pool, broken glass at the pool creates the necessity of draining the pool, vacuuming it, and
refilling it. Needless to say, it is a very costly endeavor and requires closing the pool for at least a week.
The Board recommended sending a separate communication to residents explaining the ongoing
problem and the hazards involved with bringing glass in the pool area.  Karyn agreed to contact by
phone the neighbors who recently had congregated for a barbecue, brought glass inside the fence, and
left a number of glass bottles in the recycle bin inside the pool area.

Patty shared a copy of the email to be sent to the neighborhood:
Dear Burning Tree neighbors,
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We are having an ongoing problem at the pool regarding glass in the Burning Tree pool area. A sign was
posted on the gate two weeks ago that reads, “ATTENTION: NO GLASS ALLOWED IN POOL AREA.”
Unfortunately, this has been disregarded and glass continues to be a serious problem at the pool. Glass
containers show up in the trash and/or recycle bins on a daily basis according to our pool contractor,
John O’Donnell who monitors our pool every day. This letter is intended to educate all residents that
there cannot be any glass whatsoever anywhere inside the pool area. That area includes all areas within
the fence: on the grass, on the deck, in the pool, in the storage, by the grill, in the bathrooms, and under
the pool cabana. Please understand that when glass shatters, shards can travel surprising distances
including up to 20 feet. That is why it is not allowed anywhere in the pool area. Because it is extremely
hard to detect shards in the pool itself, the only way to unequivocally remove it in case of an accident is
to drain the pool and vacuum the pool. If you will recall, last year we had the same issues and it resulted
in a total pool closure for a week. We had to drain the pool, vacuum it out, and then refill it. It was a
costly fix to an avoidable problem involving thousands of gallons of water and as well as all new
chemicals. If you see someone with glass of any sort in the pool area and you do not feel comfortable
asking them to remove it, please inform the lifeguard on duty or contact a board member immediately.
Some non-glass options include unbreakable Polycarbonate, plastic, aluminum, or metal. This applies to
serving dishes for parties as well. Please help keep our pool safe and help us avoid unnecessary
expenses. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.
Sincerely,
Patty Scriffiny BT HOA Pool Director
720-331-9859

7. New Clock. Special thanks to Amy Lanterman for personally purchasing and donating a new clock for
the pool. It includes humidity and temperature.

Parks (Judy White) – Judy had several points, which included:
A geological engineer examined the retaining wall near the tennis courts.  He stated that the problem
with the wall is principally cosmetic and that the wall should last another 10 years, so we could start
planning.  As with the tennis courts, the neighborhood amenities are aging.  Estimates ranging from
$65,000 to $115,000 have been preliminarily received, depending on the extent of work we would ask
to be done. These funds will be required for replacement of this wall when it starts to fail.  When the
next budget cycle begins, we will start saving for this expense.  The last increase really only kept us up
with inflation.

The pool garden is being redone, with weeds removed, new plants planted, and new mulch added.

Consequences of misuse of amenities:
The Board discussed consequences for damages that are caused by children, whether intentional or not.
The Board agreed that the consequence should be age appropriate.  Parents will always be expected to
make remuneration for repairs, whether caused by accident or not. The Board had discussed a couple
of infractions previously via email to quickly address consequences but recognized that in-face
discussion was important.
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The reason the cameras are at the pool is to identify intentional vandalism, not misbehaving children.
Anytime there is misuse of the pool (or other Burning Tree amenity), we should consider removing
privileges for a period of time.  That should be discussed with each infraction in a face to face meeting,
as it is difficult to set general guidelines, recognizing there are many differences in age, intent, etc. to
consider with each infraction. In the future, the Board agrees that when a misuse situation arises, the
Board will immediately meet for a short face-to-face meeting to vote on consequences.  While we’re not
sure if the Board has the authority to demand payment for repairs by the parents, we expect that they
will be asked to pay for the repairs.

Tennis (Tara Sonenstein) – Tara reported that the courts have been repaired.  Unfortunately, the repairs
cost more than originally bid, due to the fabric overlays that had been used to repair the courts
previously.  In order to replace the fabric patches, we increased the expense to $4,100, $1,600 higher
than the original bid.  Since the courts are asphalt, ongoing maintenance of $2,000 will be required
yearly, and they will need to be resurfaced every 5 years at an estimated expense of $10,000-$15,000.
We will need to build this into the budget for next year.

Neighbors have requested screen dividers between the courts, which will require fence reinforcement
of $2,500.  Wind screens have also been requested, with a neighbor volunteering to put them up and
remove them at the end of the season.  The Board sees this as an expense that our current budget
cannot support.  Tara is getting quotes for both screens and support posts for consideration for the 2017
budget.

Treasurer (Michael Farley) – All but one family have paid their 2016 dues. Mike has been notified by the
bank that 93 Fairway is under foreclosure, and no HOA fee has been paid for that residence.

Social (Kim Byers) – Kim reported that happy hour on June 10 was a huge success. There will be a movie
in the pool park on June 23, sponsored by Joe Roberts’ lawn service. On Monday, July 4th, will be a
family pool party and bouncy slide in the park for all resident families. The Board alerted Kim that Andy
at Lautenbach Insurance needs to be contacted to ensure that the bouncy slide rental company has
insurance, and she agreed to contact him. The Annual Bags tournament will be held Aug. 27 at the
Lewis house.

Secretary (Karyn Thompson-Panos)
As the time was getting quite late, Karyn limited her comments to reminding Board members to send
their newsletter articles to her by Tues., June 28 and delivering the Web invoice for Pool updates and
posting minutes and financials that were just completed to Treasurer Michael Farley. She tabled the
other topics on her agenda, including the Board identifying a new newsletter editor, for a future
meeting.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 PM.
The next Board meeting is on Thursday, July 21, 2016 at 6:30 PM.


